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Title:  Mud Paintings

Medium:  mud, microbes, living pigments, plexiglass container, lights, macro lens camera time lapse

Sculpture Dimensions:  24”x24”x3”

Documentary video:  1:30 or 1:39 with credits

Objective:

I collect mud and water samples and place them in clear sculptural frames. Exposed to light, the bacteria 
and algae living in the mud samples photosynthesize pigment, allowing us to see them. As one species 
exhausts its ideal resources and creates unfavorable waste products, it dies out leaving an ecosystem for a 
successor to thrive on the ‘waste’. Change in color indicates a change of thriving species resulting in a 
transforming colorfield.   

While these look like ‘paintings’, they are literal landscapes of soil, water, and sunlight. The colorful microbes 
(with a 20-minute doubling time) provide a model system to witness exponential growth and decay in a 
finite ecosystem. Observing this microscopic life in its tiny world, my art points to an ecological rationality 
that humanity might apply to our own relationship with Earth’s finite resources. 

Background and Methods

Soil is alive.  After the invention of the microscope and just as we were discovering bacteria, a 19th century 
Russian biologist named Sergei Winogradsky put soil in a glass column and placed it on the window sill near 
his desk. By daily observation he sought to understand what was going on inside the soil. Over time a red 
splotch formed in the brown column; he put his pipette down into the red spot, sucked up a sample, and 
looked at it under the microscope—the particles moved.

Bacteria paint.  Using Winogradsky’s technique, I make living colorfield paintings with microbes that 
photosynthesize pigment in unique soil samples. While individually invisible, growing populations of 
bacteria amass blocks of color as defined by the physical conditions in each sample.  As one species exhausts
its preferred resources and dies out, another species thrives on the waste products of its predecessor. 
Transition of color indicates ecological succession of microfauna metabolizing a livelihood within a finite 
ecosystem.

Chester River culture.  In Maryland, I collected mud and water samples from the Chester River and placed it
in a plexiglass vessel. Over six months, site-specific microbes photosynthesized pigments demonstrating the
location of their preferred habitat.  Made of the Chester River, these transforming mosaics are miscibly 
portrait and landscape – snapshots of a continuous present where one witnesses life arising from and 
returning to its ecosystem.  

http://www.audiblewink.com/


Text in the Video:

Our world is finite.  Mass balance accounting makes it profoundly clear: all there ever was, is all there ever 
will be.   

I collect mud and water samples and place them in large sculptural frames.  Presented here is mud from the 
Chester River in Maryland.  The native microbes living in the mud samples photosynthesize pigment 
allowing us to see them.  Using microbes as a model system my art explores life within a finite ecosystem of 
soil, water, and sunlight.  As bacteria synthesize pigments, we can witness changes to their populations by 
observing waves of color.  As one culture fails in its own waste, a successor thrives on the resource of this 
waste product.  Change in color indicates a change in thriving species. 

Regardless of the size of human population, our consumption, or our destructive fights over resources, we 
may change the forms of the earth, but the finite matter will be constant.  The potentiality of the elements of
the periodic table will go on despite our inefficient and inequitable claim to temporarily possess parts of this
singular and miraculous planet.  

Extended Text: 

Please see attached article “Winogradsky Rothko: Bacterial Ecosystem as Pastoral Landscape”. 2008. Journal 
of Visual Culture 7(3):309-334.

Visuals (5 visuals, more upon request): 

Five photos taken between January-July 2015 of the same Chester River mud sample. Color changes are 
from microbes synthesizing pigment.  



Mud from the Chester River, near Chestertown Maryland, USA, First Day, 24 January, 2015



Mud from the Chester River, near Chestertown Maryland, USA, Week Two, 5 February 2015



Mud from the Chester River, near Chestertown Maryland, USA, Week Six, 4 March 2015



Mud from the Chester River, near Chestertown Maryland, USA, Month Three, 25 April 2015



Mud from the Chester River, near Chestertown Maryland, USA, Month Six, 19 July 2015


